Disclaimer Statement
FTC Affiliate Disclosure
Thank you for visiting FastestWayTo1K.com. This page is our FTC affiliate disclosure.
FastestWayTo1K.com (also known as “Get Slim With Trim”), a website managed by FastestWayTo1K.com
earns money in many ways. Let me highlight the ways in which this website earns money:
We may earn money by allowing contact information on personal testimonials. Please assume that all order
forms on this site are for our products and earn income for us when you purchase them.
We earn money by participating in affiliate programs. Many of the links on this website (and those in our email
newsletter) earn affiliate commissions. What’s an affiliate commission? This basically means we earn money
when you purchase a product that we link to. When you see links on this blog, please assume they are affiliate
links.
This website exists to make money. As you read my website and newsletter, please assume the purpose of the
article is generating income for our business. At the same time, we must say that our core goal is to always give
useful and valuable information that empowers and educates entrepreneurs.

Earnings Disclaimer
While we make every effort to make sure that we accurately represent all the products and services reviewed on
this website and their potential for income, it should be noted that earnings and income statements made by
FastestWayTo1K.com and its advertisers/sponsors are estimates only of what we think you can possibly earn.
There is no guarantee that you will make these levels of income and you accept the risk that the earnings and
income statements differ by person.
As with any business, your results may vary and based on your individual capacity, business experience,
expertise, and level of desire. There are no guarantees on the level of success you may experience. The
testimonials and examples used are exceptional results, which do not apply to the average purchaser and are not
intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. Each individual’s
success depends on his or her background, dedication, desire and motivation.
There is no assurance that examples of past earnings can be duplicated in the future. We cannot guarantee your
future results and/or success. There are some unknown risks in business and on the internet that we cannot
foresee which could reduce the results you experience. We are not responsible for your actions.
The use of our information, products, and services should be based on your own due diligence and you agree
that FastestWayTo1K.com and the advertisers/sponsors of this website are not liable for any success or failure
of your business that is directly or indirectly related to the purchase and use of our information, products, and
services reviewed or advertised on this website.

Product Disclaimer
FastestWayTo1K.com shall not be held liable for the medical claims made by personal testimonials.
The statements made about these products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The
efficacy of these products and the testimonials made have not been confirmed by FDA-approved research.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. All information presented here is
not meant as a substitute for or alternative to information from healthcare practitioners. Please consult your
healthcare professional about potential interactions or other possible complications before using any
product. The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act require this notice.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease or ailment. FastestWayTo1K.com assumes no
responsibility for the improper use of any products.
FastestWayTo1K.com does not make any health claims about products and recommends consulting with a
qualified medical doctor or physician before using/consuming products or preparing a treatment plan. It is
especially important for those who are pregnant, nursing, chronically ill, elderly or under the age of 18 to
discuss the use of any products with a physician before using/consuming.
You must be 18 years or older to visit this website and/or purchase products.
The information on this website is intended to offer general information about products and is not to be
construed as medical advice or instruction.

Testimonial Disclaimer
These examples are not typical.
Because of the variables associated with defining success in online marketing, it is impossible to accurately
state what a person may or may not achieve.
Success is determined on an individual basis and is dependent on a variety of factors including a willingness to
take action and carry out ideas based on what is taught, prevailing market conditions, target market selection,
and the amount of hard work and effort an individual expends.
Similar to other types of marketing, our typical student should not expect to make any amount of money from
the training the Company provides but should expect to receive a great education.
Consequently, the Company does not guarantee success, income, or savings whether explicit or implied and
past customer testimonials are only examples of what can be obtained. There are risks associated with this
education, and past results do not represent an indication of future success or earnings.
Persons depicted in testimonials have declared the information shared is true and correct.
The written, audio and visual presentations offered may have been edited from their original versions. Some
personal and private information has been removed to protect client and consultant privacy.

